DISTINGUISHED DELEGATES IN SATSANG IN NEW YORK
(BRIEF REPORT OCTOBER 22nd ,2017)
With the grace of Her Holiness Satguru Mata Savinder Hardev ji Maharaj, New
York branch had the humble privilege to host distinguished UN delegates
including honorable Princess Maria at the regularly held Sunday congregation
on October 22nd. 2017. The congregation was presided over by Rev.
Rajan Sachdeva ji, visiting from Detroit, Michigan.

During the course of the congregation, devotees expressed their views in the
form of speeches, spiritual hymns, poems and personal accounts. His Holiness
Dedebaba Edmond , a spiritual representative on behalf of the country Albania
accompanied by an interpreter, shared some thought provoking insights in the
native language. The gist of the message was that we all brothers and sisters
and in order to foster the feeling of humanity we must exercise tolerance and
acceptance to diversity we witness all around.

Princess Maria addressing the congregation stated that the selfless love, the
compassion and humility that is being exercised by every citizen of the Sant
Nirankari Mission, is simply unprecedented. She added that the act of honoring
Satguru Baba Hardev Singh ji Maharaj with the Supreme Spiritual Icon
of the year award is a mere humble attempt to create awareness towards
the greater good as it is not only impossible yet altogether inconceivable to
honor, acknowledge and grant merit to an entity that is above and beyond
such feeble efforts as Baba Hardev Singh ji Maharaj.

Princess Maria also stressed that the sole reason SNM is able to spread the
message of humanity in spirit and in letter, because it is founded, nourished
and erected upon truth that is Self-Realization. With tears of gratitude welling
up in her eyes, Princess Maria offered a grand salute to the iconic legacy Baba
Hardev Singh ji led and paved path for generations of humanity to tread upon.
In the final discourse, rev. Rajan Sachdeva ji blessed that the era of that of

Shehenshah Baba Avtar Singh ji has not irreversibly vanished into oblivion
rather shrouded by dense fog of ignorance
Such prominent propaganda that feeds on ego and erodes humanity, is
cheating us of that golden era. It is only a matter of getting in touch with our
real self that shall lift the cloud of opaqueness and give way to awareness that
there are no foes but all are our brothers and sisters.

Once we realize that all are own, pride and arrogance subside and all
contentions dissolve at once. Following the conclusion of the congregation, all
delegates gleefully accepted the invitation for the communal meal. The
resulting scenario was nothing short of a mosaic of an International family
celebrating humanity.
New York branch expresses immense gratitude towards Satguru Mata ji for
presenting this wonderful opportunity to help spread the message of the
Mission and humbly seeks blessings to continue to be an instrument in fulfilling
the divine vision of one global family.

